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Abstract. An ocean mixed-layer model has been incorpo-
rated into the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE to investi-
gate regional variations in the surface-driven formation of
Antarctic shelf waters. This model captures well the expected
sea ice thickness distribution, and produces deep (> 500 m)
mixed layers in the Weddell and Ross shelf seas each winter.
This results in the complete destratification of the water col-
umn in deep southern coastal regions leading to high-salinity
shelf water (HSSW) formation, and also in some shallower
regions (no HSSW formation) of these seas. Shallower mixed
layers are produced in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen
seas. By deconstructing the surface processes driving the
mixed-layer depth evolution, we show that the net salt flux
from sea ice growth/melt dominates the evolution of the
mixed layer in all regions, with a smaller contribution from
the surface heat flux and a negligible input from wind stress.
The Weddell and Ross shelf seas receive an annual surplus
of mixing energy at the surface; the Amundsen shelf sea en-
ergy input in autumn/winter is balanced by energy extraction
in spring/summer; and the Bellingshausen shelf sea experi-
ences an annual surface energy deficit, through both a low
energy input in autumn/winter and the highest energy loss
in spring/summer. An analysis of the sea ice mass balance
demonstrates the contrasting mean ice growth, melt and ex-
port in each region. The Weddell and Ross shelf seas have
the highest annual ice growth, with a large fraction exported
northwards each year, whereas the Bellingshausen shelf sea
experiences the highest annual ice melt, driven by the advec-
tion of ice from the northeast. A linear regression analysis is
performed to determine the link between the autumn/winter
mixed-layer deepening and several atmospheric variables.

The Weddell and Ross shelf seas show stronger spatial corre-
lations (temporal mean – intra-regional variability) between
the autumn/winter mixed-layer deepening and several atmo-
spheric variables compared to the Amundsen and Belling-
shausen. In contrast, the Amundsen and Bellingshausen shelf
seas show stronger temporal correlations (shelf sea mean –
interannual variability) between the autumn/winter mixed-
layer deepening and several atmospheric variables.

1 Introduction

The continental shelf seas surrounding West Antarctica are a
crucial component of the Earth’s climate system. The Wed-
dell and Ross (WR) shelf seas cool and ventilate the deep
ocean (Orsi et al., 2001) and feed the global thermohaline cir-
culation (Orsi et al., 1999; Jacobs, 2004), while the Amund-
sen and Bellingshausen (AB) shelf seas have been strongly
implicated in the recent ocean-driven melting of the Antarc-
tic Ice Sheet (Shepherd et al., 2004; Holland et al., 2010; Ja-
cobs et al., 2011; Fricker and Padman, 2012; Pritchard et al.,
2012; Rignot et al., 2013). This contrast in the behaviour of
the shelf seas is most apparent in the clear bimodal distri-
bution of the ocean temperature at the shelf seabed (Fig.1),
which is a result of cold, saline, oxygen-rich shelf waters (at
around the surface freezing temperature of∼ −1.9◦C) filling
the WR shelf seas (Jacobs et al., 1970; Gill , 1973; Nicholls
et al., 2009; Orsi and Wiederwohl, 2009), and Circumpolar
Deep Water (CDW), which is warm (+1◦C), slightly less
saline, and deoxygenated, flooding onto the AB shelf seas
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(Talbot, 1988; Jacobs et al., 1996, 2011; Jenkins and Jacobs,
2008; Martinson et al., 2008).

The brine rejection from sea ice growth in the WR shelf
seas causes a salinification and deepening of the surface
mixed layer. This results in the formation of high-salinity
shelf water (HSSW,∼ −1.9◦C, ∼ 34.75) through the com-
plete destratification of the water column (where the sur-
face mixed layer extends to the seabed), with the HSSW
residing on the shelf for several years (Gill , 1973). In the
Weddell Sea, HSSW is either advected northwards, crossing
the shelf break (Gill , 1973; Foster and Carmack, 1976; Gor-
don et al., 1993), or it enters the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf
cavity to the south, producing ice shelf water (ISW) as the
HSSW melts the base of the ice shelf. The ISW is eventually
transported north of the shelf through the Filchner depres-
sion (Foldvik et al., 2004; Wilchinsky and Feltham, 2009). A
similar process takes place in the Ross Sea, where HSSW is
either transported northwards past the Ross continental shelf
break (Jacobs et al., 1970; Orsi et al., 1999) or is transported
southwards into the Ross Ice Shelf cavity, with the resulting
ISW flowing northwards, predominantly through the Glomar
Challenger Trough in the central Ross shelf (Jacobs et al.,
1970, 1985; Orsi and Wiederwohl, 2009). The eventual trans-
port of the HSSW off the shelf results in the formation of
Weddell Sea Bottom Water (WSBW) and Ross Sea Bottom
Water (RSBW) (Orsi et al., 1999; Jacobs, 2004) which, to-
gether with Adélie Land Bottom Water (ALBW) (Williams
et al., 2010) and the more recently discovered Cape Darnley
Bottom Water (CDBW) (Ohshima et al., 2013), form Antarc-
tic Bottom Water (AABW). AABW drives the bottom cell
of the global thermohaline circulation, which accounts for
around a third of the total ocean volume (Johnson, 2008).

ALBW and CDBW are fed by HSSW formed as a result
of rapid brine release from small coastal polynyas over a nar-
row continental shelf region. In contrast, the HSSW source
of WSBW and RSBW is formed through a combination of
rapid sea ice growth in coastal polynyas and a more gradual
sea ice growth over a broader continental shelf. In the Wed-
dell Sea, the gradual brine release over the shelf is thought
to be the dominant mechanism of converting modified warm
deep water (MWDW) entering the shelf to HSSW (Renfrew
et al., 2002; Nicholls et al., 2009). In the Ross Sea, the coastal
polynyas produce significantly more sea ice (both in volume
and as a fraction of the ice exported out of the shelfDrucker
et al., 2011), although it is expected that the remaining sea
ice growth plays a similar role to that in the Weddell Sea,
through the cooling and salination of Modified Circumpolar
Deep Water (MCDW). The relative size and impact of the
coastal polynyas in the two regions is thought to be driven by
the difference in the near-surface winds (see Fig.2a), with
low-pressure systems leading to strong southerly winds in
the Ross Sea, and weaker southeasterly winds in the Wed-
dell Sea. As well as these low-pressure systems, the WR seas
also experience the coldest (∼ −25◦C) near-surface air tem-
peratures over the Antarctic continental shelf in winter, due

to strong katabatic winds carrying cold air to the WR coast-
lines from the centre of Antarctica (van Lipzig et al., 2004),
which is also thought to play a key role in sea ice production
and the resultant shelf water formation. As a result of these
dense shelf waters, the Filchner–Ronne Ice Shelf (FRIS) in
the Weddell Sea and the Ross Ice Shelf (RIS) in the Ross
Sea are relatively well protected from the warm waters re-
siding offshore in the Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC).
A simplified schematic of the WR water masses and mixing
processes is shown in Fig.3a.

In contrast, the AB shelf seas are composed of CDW over-
lain by Winter Water (WW) formed from the remnants of
winter mixed layers, which do not extend to the seabed here.
The Bellingshausen shelf sea is thought to be flooded by
CDW predominantly through eddy-shedding from the ACC
(Martinson and McKee, 2012), although other mechanisms
have been presented (e.g.Klinck et al., 2004). In the Amund-
sen Sea, CDW is thought to be transported onto the shelf
predominantly through glacially carved troughs in the con-
tinental shelf seabed (Walker et al., 2007; Thoma et al.,
2008; Wåhlin et al., 2010; Arneborg et al., 2012), with the
CDW on-shelf flux controlled by the background ocean flow
(Arneborg et al., 2012; Assmann et al., 2013) and episodic
events (Thoma et al., 2008; St-Laurent et al., 2012). The
variability of this warm CDW layer has been implicated in
the recent rapid thinning of the ice shelves in the Amund-
sen and Bellingshausen seas (Shepherd et al., 2004; Hol-
land et al., 2010; Jacobs et al., 2011; Fricker and Padman,
2012; Pritchard et al., 2012; Rignot et al., 2013; Dutrieux
et al., 2014). Variability in the thickness of the CDW layer
can either be driven by variable upwelling at the shelf break
(Thoma et al., 2008) or by variable mixing of cold waters
from above (Holland et al., 2010). An understanding of the
formation of waters overlying the CDW is therefore impor-
tant in understanding future ice loss from the Antarctic Ice
Sheet. A simplified schematic of the AB water masses and
mixing processes is shown in Fig.3b.

The difference in shelf water properties between the WR
and AB shelf seas could be due to the close proximity of
warm CDW from the southern boundary of the ACC, which
is situated just offshore of the shelf break in these regions
(as shown in Fig.1). However, the AB shelf seas also experi-
ence warmer (∼ −15◦C) surface air temperatures in winter,
which, along with several other atmospheric differences, was
demonstrated byPetty et al.(2012) to be sufficient to explain
the lack of shelf water formation in these two regions.

Modelling studies have demonstrated the crucial role of
sea ice in controlling the upper ocean characteristics of the
Bellingshausen (Meredith et al., 2004; Holland et al., 2010)
and Amundsen (Assmann et al., 2005) seas, and in the for-
mation of shelf waters in the Weddell (Timmermann et al.,
2002) and Ross (Assmann and Timmermann, 2005) seas. De-
spite these regional modelling studies, to our knowledge a
consistent modelling approach focusing on all four shelf sea
regimes has yet to be undertaken. This study seeks to build

The Cryosphere, 8, 761–783, 2014 www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/2014/
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Fig. 1. (a)Bathymetry,(b) bottom temperature and(c) salinity of the Southern Ocean. Bathymetry and land mask are taken from the RTOPO
data set (Timmermann et al., 2010). Ocean data are taken from the World Ocean Atlas (2009) temperature (Antonov et al., 2010) and salinity
(Locarnini et al., 2010) data sets. The white line in(b) and(c) is the 1000 m isobath contour. The southern boundary of Upper Circumpolar
Deep Water (magenta line) taken fromOrsi et al.(1995) is used to define the southern boundary of the Antarctic Circumpolar Current in
panels(b) and (c). BB: Berkner Bank, FD: Filchner Depression, FIS: Filchner Ice Shelf, BIS: Brunt Ice Shelf, LC: Luitpold Coast, MB:
Marguerite Bay, EB: Eltanin Bay, PIG: Pine Island Glacier, RI: Ross Island, MS: McMurdo Sound, TNB: Terra Nova Bay, CA: Cape Adare.

on these earlier approaches by using a sophisticated sea ice
model to study how regional differences in the atmosphere
and sea ice might control the mixed-layer evolution in these
four important climatic regions.

The paper is structured as follows: Sect.2 presents the
model formulation; Sect.3 discusses the model results; and
concluding remarks are given in Sect.4.

2 Model formulation

In this study a variable mixed-layer ocean model is incorpo-
rated into the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE (version 4.1).
The standard CICE configuration includes five ice thick-
ness categories, one snow thickness category and open wa-
ter. The sea ice thermodynamics are based onBitz and Lip-
scomb(1999) which takes into account internal brine pock-
ets within the sea ice and is an energy-conserving update to
the Maykut and Untersteiner(1971) sea ice surface energy
balance. The ice dynamics are based on the viscous-plastic
(VP) rheology ofHibler (1979), updated to the more nu-
merically efficient elastic-viscous-plastic (EVP) rheology of
Hunke and Dukowicz(1997). A full description of the Los

Alamos CICE sea ice model can be found in its user manual
(Hunke and Lipscomb, 2010).

In the standard CICE configuration, the mixed-layer depth
is set to a constant value (default of 30 m), the mixed-layer
salinity is prescribed, and the mixed-layer temperature is
prognostic, with the option of restoring this temperature to-
wards data. A deep-ocean/mixed-layer heat flux is prescribed
from data. By adapting CICE to include a variable mixed
layer, we allow the mixed-layer depth, temperature and salin-
ity to evolve, based on the calculated surface and deep-ocean
fluxes as described below.

We use a bulk mixed-layer model based onKraus and
Turner (1967) andNiiler and Kraus(1977), similar to that
described inPetty et al.(2012). The use of a simple bulk
mixed layer reduces the computational cost of studying the
formation of shelf waters, and enables us to have a complete
understanding of all aspects of the model results. The ocean
below the mixed layer is relaxed towards observations, rather
than modelled, which allows us to remove the impact of vari-
able ocean dynamics and thus isolate the effect of surface
forcings.

www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/2014/ The Cryosphere, 8, 761–783, 2014
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Fig. 2.Mean (1980–2011) ERA-Interim (Dee et al., 2011) winter (July–September, JAS) atmospheric forcing.(a) 10 m wind speed, overlain
with 10 m wind vectors (every third grid point),(b) 2 m air temperature,(c) incoming long-wave radiation,(d) incoming short-wave radiation,
(e)2 m specific humidity,(f) total precipitation (snow and rain).

The sea ice has been adapted substantially from that of
Petty et al.(2012), so the following section discusses the
CICE/mixed-layer model that has been developed. The zero-
dimensional mixed-layer model has no horizontal interac-
tion, so the description below applies to each grid cell within
CICE. Constants and fixed parameters referred to in this sec-
tion are listed in Table1, while a full list of model variables
is given in the Supplement (Table S1).

2.1 Model description

2.1.1 Heat and salt fluxes

While CICE treats the mixed layer and surface layer as anal-
ogous, we use a simple two-layer ocean for our temperature
calculations, consisting of a fixed depth ocean surface layer
hS= 10 m and a variable mixed layerhmix below, as shown
in Fig. 4. The surface temperature layer exchanges heat with
the variable-depth mixed layer below and with the sea ice and
atmosphere above, as described later in this section. Adding
this surface temperature layer allows us to model the ex-
pected rapid change in temperature of the ocean surface,
improving the fit of modelled ice concentration to observa-
tions, while still providing us with a simple and computa-
tionally efficient sea-ice/mixed-layer model to use for this
study. Without this surface layer, the mixed layer and thus
surface temperature often remained slightly above freezing

when the mixed layer was deep (order of several hundred
metres) and entraining heat (with this heat being distributed
instantaneously throughout the mixed layer), hindering the
formation of sea ice in winter. Note that for simplicity the
salinity calculations ignore this surface layer and treat the
mixed-layer salinity and surface salinity as the same, as small
changes in the surface salinity will not have the same impact
on the sea ice growth and melt compared to surface temper-
ature.

The heat flux into the ocean surface layer from the ice and
open-ocean fractions (all fluxes are positive downwards) is
calculated as

Fsurface= (1− A)(F o
sens+ F o

lat + F o
lwout + F o

lwin + F o
swabs)

+ A(Fice+ Fswthru), (1)

whereF o
sensis the sensible heat flux between the atmosphere

to the open-ocean surface,F o
lat is the latent heat flux be-

tween the atmosphere and the open-ocean surface,F o
lwout

is the black-body heat flux from the open-ocean surface to
the atmosphere,F o

lwin is the downward long-wave radiative
heat flux,F o

swabs is the downward short-wave radiative heat
flux calculated as a sum over four radiative categories (direct
and diffuse, visible and near-infrared) with varying albedo
parametrisations,Fice is the heat flux from the ocean sur-
face to the base of the ice (aggregated over all ice cate-
gories/thicknesses), andFswthru is the short-wave radiative
heat flux that passes through the ice and is absorbed by the

The Cryosphere, 8, 761–783, 2014 www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/2014/
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Table 1.Constants and parameters referred to in the model description

Constants

α thermal expansion coefficient 5.82× 10−5 K−1

β saline contraction coefficient 8× 10−4

cp specific heat capacity of water 4190 J kg−1 K−1

g acceleration due to gravity 9.81 m s−2

Lv latent heat of vaporisation 2.501× 106 J kg−1

ρw density of sea water 1026 kg m−3

Fixed parameters

cm unsteadiness coefficient 0.03 m s−1 (Kim, 1976)
dB scale depth of convective dissipation 50 m (Lemke and Manley, 1984)
dw scale depth of mechanical dissipation 10 m (Lemke and Manley, 1984)
hmin minimum mixed-layer depth 20 m
hS surface (temperature) layer thickness 10 m

Continental Shelf

ice shelf
sea ice

Warm
Deep
Water

Atmospheric forcing

Continental Shelf

ice shelf

Circumpolar 
Deep Water

Basal melting

Ice Shelf WaterHigh Salinity Shelf Water

a) WR

b) AB

Mixed layer deepening

sea ice
Atmospheric forcing

Mixed layer deepening

WSDW
/RSDW

WSBW/RSBW - AABW

MWDW
/MCDW

WW/AASW

WW/AASW

Fig. 3. Schematic of main processes in the(a) Weddell/Ross (WR)
and(b) Amundsen/Bellingshausen (AB) shelf seas. AASW: Antarc-
tic Surface Water , CDW: Circumpolar Deep Water, MCDW: Mod-
ified Circumpolar Deep Water, MWDW: Modified Warm Deep Wa-
ter, RSBW: Ross Sea Bottom Water, RSDW: Ross Sea Deep Wa-
ter, WDW: Warm Deep Water, WSBW: Weddell Sea Bottom Water,
WSDW: Weddell Sea Deep Water, WW: Winter Water. The dotted
circle indicates the westward flowing slope current.

ocean. These are all shown schematically in Fig.4 along with
several other variables described below.

We calculate an ocean heat flux from the ocean surface
layer to the mixed layer as

Focean= cpρwu?(TS− Tmix), (2)

wherecp is the specific heat capacity of water,ρw is the den-
sity of sea water,TS is the ocean surface temperature and
Tmix is the mixed-layer temperature. The surface layer is as-
sumed to be in free-drift, meaning thatu? is the ocean sur-
face friction velocity, calculated through a combination of
the ice–ocean wind stressτi and the open water wind stress
τo as

u? =
√

[A|τi | + (1− A)|τo|]/ρw. (3)

We calculate the net salt flux (in m s−1) into the mixed layer
from the ice fraction as

F S
ice = [(1000− Smix)Fsalt− SmixFfresh]A/ρw, (4)

whereFsalt andFfresh are the direct fluxes of salt and fresh-
water respectively (in kg m−2 s−1), calculated by CICE as a
combination of ice/snow growth/melt and snow lost to the
mixed layer through pressure ridging.

The other source of freshwater that enters the mixed layer
is from precipitation and evaporation. CICE reads in both
rainfall and snowfall (changing rain to snow ifTa≤ 0◦C),
giving a net salt flux of

F S
pe = −

Smix

ρw
[Frain+ (1− A)(Fsnow+ F o

lat/Lv)], (5)

whereFrain andFsnow are the prescribed rates of rainfall and
snowfall, andLv is the latent heat of vaporisation. Note that
rainfall on sea ice is assumed to percolate through the sea ice
and enters the mixed layer.

2.1.2 Power input

The mixed layer is provided with mechanical energy to
deepen through both convective mixing driven by surface
buoyancy fluxes (where the gravitational potential energy is
converted into kinetic energy within the mixed layer) and di-
rectly through wind mixing.

www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/2014/ The Cryosphere, 8, 761–783, 2014
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Fig. 4. Schematic of the main thermodynamic processes included in CICE.A: total ice concentration within the grid cell,Fo
lat: latent heat

flux over the open water fraction,Fo
lwin : downward long-wave radiative heat flux into the open water fraction,Fo

lwout: black-body radiative

heat flux from the open water fraction,Fice: conductive heat flux through the ice,FS
ice: net salt flux from ice/snow growth/melt,Frain: rainfall

over the grid cell,Focean: ocean-surface mixed-layer heat flux,Fo
sens: sensible heat flux over the open water fraction,Fsnow: snowfall over

the grid cell,Fo
swabs: short-wave radiative heat flux absorbed by the open water fraction,Fswthru: short-wave radiative heat flux through the

ice,SB: salinity directly below the mixed layer,Smix: mixed-layer salinity,TB: temperature directly below the mixed layer,TS: surface layer
temperature,Tmix: mixed-layer temperature. Red arrows indicate heat fluxes while black arrows indicate salt/freshwater fluxes.

The rate of mechanical energy input to the mixed layer
from surface buoyancy fluxes is given by a combina-
tion of the following: (i) salt/freshwater flux from sea ice
growth/meltPsalt; (ii) salt/freshwater flux from precipitation
and evaporationPpe; (iii) the heat flux between the ocean
surface layer and the mixed layerPheat; and (iv) wind shear-
ing from the ice and open water fractionsPwind. By split-
ting up the relative contributions to the surface power input
we can analyse the impact of each term on the mixed-layer
evolution. The surface power inputs (per unit density, i.e. in
m3 s−3) from surface buoyancy fluxes are given respectively
as

Psalt = cBgβhmixF
S
ice, (6)

Ppe = cBgβhmixF
S
pe, (7)

Pheat= −
cBgαhmix

cpρw
Focean, (8)

whereα is a thermal expansion coefficient,β is a saline con-
traction coefficient,g is the acceleration due to gravity,hmix
is the mixed-layer depth and

cB = exp(−hmix/dB) (9)

is a variable parameter describing the fraction of energy that
remains in the mixed layer after convective dissipative ef-
fects are taken into account, wheredB is a scale depth of
convective dissipation. Note that to allow for the representa-
tion of deep (several hundred metres deep) mixed layers we
place a limit on dissipation, such thatcB ≥ exp(−hmax

B /dB)

following Lemke et al.(1990). We have used a value of
hmax

B = 100 m instead of theLemke et al.(1990) value of
50 m to increase the potential dissipation of energy within
the mixed layer. This reduces deep convection and prevents
a large polynya that forms every winter in the Weddell Sea
near the Greenwich Meridian. This is a region of observed
low ice concentrations (Lindsay et al., 2004) which is due to
a halo of warm waters encircling the Maud Rise at depths
just below the mixed layer (de Steur et al., 2007), a process
that is impossible to capture in our simple model.

The input of power from wind shearing is

Pwind = cwu3
?, (10)

where cw is a depth-dependent dissipation coefficient for
wind mixing, given by

cw = exp(−hmix/dw). (11)

The Cryosphere, 8, 761–783, 2014 www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/2014/
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wheredw is a scale depth of mechanical dissipation. We de-
fine the net power inputPnet as the sum of the four surface
power input terms described above. We also later discuss the
annual time integrals of these power input terms to analyse
the net annual (mechanical) energy input to the mixed layer,
referred to asWsalt, Wpe, Wheat, Wwind, Wnet (not density
weighted, so in units of J m−2).

2.1.3 Mixed-layer entrainment

We use the zero-dimensional bulk mixed-layer energy bal-
ance formulation ofKraus and Turner(1967) andNiiler and
Kraus(1977), which assumes that temperature and salinity
are uniform throughout the mixed layer, and there is a full
balance in the sources and sinks of turbulent kinetic energy
(TKE) (seePetty et al.(2012) for further details about this
model choice). While our precise definition ofhmix varies
for salinity and temperature due to the surface temperature
layer, we believe that the error this introduces to the energy
balance will have an insignificant impact on the results com-
pared to the general assumptions made by the bulk mixed-
layer model. The mixed-layer entrainment rate is calculated
by balancing the energy needed to entrain water from below
with the energy provided by the wind and the surface buoy-
ancy fluxes which, when rearranged, gives the mixed-layer
entrainment rate as

w =
dhmix

dt
=

Pnet

hmix1b + c2
m

, (12)

wherecm is a bulk turbulent velocity scale representing the
turbulent fluctuations of the mixed layer that will result in a
frictional sink of TKE, and1b is the difference in the buoy-
ancy of the waters across the mixed-layer base, given by

1b = gα(Tmix − TB) − gβ(Smix − SB), (13)

whereTB andSB are the deep ocean temperature and salin-
ity respectively, which are both prognostic variables in this
model (see Sect.2.1.5).

This entrainment rate calculation is also used whenw < 0
to force the mixed layer to detrain back to a stable depth.
We use a minimum mixed-layer depth such thathmix ≥ hmin.
During detrainment the salinity and temperature is only up-
dated through surface fluxes, leaving behind a layer of Winter
Water. If the calculated mixed-layer depth is greater than the
seabed depthhbath the entrainment rate is reduced such that
the mixed-layer depth equals the respective limit.

2.1.4 Temperature and salinity calculations

Through a combination of surface and entrainment heat/salt
fluxes we calculate the changes in the mixed-layer tempera-

ture and salinity as

dTmix

dT
=


Focean

ρwcphmix
+

w

hmix
(TB − Tmix) w > 0

Focean

ρwcphmix
w ≤ 0,

(14)

dSmix

dT
=



F S
ice+ F S

pe

hmix
+

w

hmix
(SB − Smix) for w > 0

F S
ice+ F S

pe

hmix
for w ≤ 0,

(15)

and an ocean surface temperature change given by

dTS

dT
=

Fsurface− Focean

cpρwhS
. (16)

We compute the potential to freeze/melt ice in the surface
layer as

HS
frzmlt = cpρwhS(Tf − TS)/dT , (17)

whereTf = 273.15–0.054Smix is the calculated freezing tem-
perature for seawater at the surface. We ensureTS ≥ Tf , such
that any latent heat flux from ice formation is included in the
heat flux calculations. In the case thatTmix < Tf we compute
the potential to form ice in the mixed layer (not melting as it
is separated from the ice by the surface layer) as

Hmix
frzmlt = cpρwhmix(Tf − Tmix)/dT for Tmix < Tf (18)

in which case we setTmix = Tf to ensureTmix ≥ Tf . Hmix
frzmlt +

H S
frzmlt is then returned to CICE as the net potential to

grow/melt ice.

2.1.5 Representation of the deep ocean

We use a 3-D grid to represent the deep ocean, with the deep-
ocean column at each horizontal (x, y) grid cell given by

Tocean= {T (z1),T (z2),T (z3), . . . ,T (zN )} (19)

Socean= {S(z1),S(z2),S(z3), . . . ,S(zN )} , (20)

wherez represents the vertical ocean grid index andN is
the number of vertical levels chosen. At every time step we
assign the mixed-layer temperature and salinity to the deep
ocean grid within the mixed layer. The signature of Winter
Water is therefore retained in the deep ocean as the mixed
layer retreats back to a shallower depth. The precise depth
levels andT/S data used are described in Sect.2.2.

The ocean grid is used to determine the temperature and
salinity of the waters entrained into the mixed layer, using
a linear interpolation scheme to update the values ofSB and
TB to account for the coarse ocean grid. In the case of a very
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Fig. 5. Mean (1985–2011) seasonal observed (top row) and modelled (bottom row) ice concentration. Ice concentration observations calcu-
lated using the Bootstrap algorithm (Comiso, 1999). Ice concentrations less than 0.15 are masked in both data sets. JFM: January–March
(summer), AMJ: April–June (autumn), JAS: July–September (winter), OND: October–December (spring).

shallow or deep mixed layer we simply setTB andSB to top
or bottom values. TheT/S values for depth levels deeper
than the mixed layer at any given time are slowly relaxed
back to their initial values to loosely represent ocean dynam-
ics restoring the Winter Water back towards the mean (sum-
mertime) ocean conditions. We use a restoration timescale
of RT = 3 months as we expect this restoration to take place
predominantly through spring.

2.1.6 Ice dynamics

Since we force the model with near-surface wind speeds, the
effect of the turning angle within the atmospheric Ekman
layer has been accounted for. However,Kimura(2004) shows
the angle between surface winds and ice motion to be around
10–20◦, which is a mainly result of the ocean Ekman layer.
The ice–ocean drag is given by

τi = cdρw|Uw − u|[(Uw − u)cos θw + k × (Uw − u)sin θw] (21)

whereu is the ice velocity,Uw is the geostrophic ocean ve-
locity (ocean currents are neglected here meaningUw = 0),
cd is an ice–ocean drag coefficient, andθw (= −15◦ in this
study) is the ocean turning angle (negative for the Southern
Ocean) between the geostrophic ocean currents and the ocean
surface currents under the ice.

2.2 CICE configuration

We have configured CICE to run in stand-alone mode on a
0.5◦ rotated lat/long grid (176× 176) with the north pole at
the equator (i.e. horizontal resolution of around 55 km). An
Antarctic land mask and bathymetry are produced through
an interpolation of the RTOPO data set (Timmermann et al.,

2010). Atmospheric forcing data are taken from the ERA-
Interim reanalysis (Dee et al., 2011) and consist of 6-hourly
fields of 10 m zonal and meridional winds, 2 m air tempera-
ture and specific humidity, daily fields of downward short-
wave and long-wave radiation and monthly fields of pre-
cipitation (snow and rain). Mean (1980–2011) winter ERA-
Interim forcing data are shown in Fig.2.

The idealised modelling study ofPetty et al. (2012)
demonstrated that regional atmospheric differences are suf-
ficient in explaining the potential formation of deep mixed
layers. However, a realistic deep ocean was shown to be im-
portant in simulating a realistic sea ice and mixed-layer cy-
cle. We choose to satisfy this requirement by initialising and
restoring the 3-D ocean grid (described in Sect. 2.1.5) to-
wards a realistic 3-D “climatological” deep ocean, based on
World Ocean Atlas 09 (WOA09) data.

We use WOA09 temperature (Antonov et al., 2010) and
salinity (Locarnini et al., 2010) data, which consist of cli-
matological fields of in situ data interpolated to standard
depth levels on a 1◦ grid. The annual climatology data have
been interpolated onto the CICE grid described above, with
a weighted extrapolation procedure used to fill any missing
grid points found near the coastline, and smoothed using a
nine-point Gaussian filter. We use a coarse vertical grid to
represent the deep ocean, with depth values corresponding to
z = (30, 50, 100, 150, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000) m lev-
els. The WOA09 data at each of thesez levels is initialised
in ourT ,S deep ocean grids at each grid point andSmix, Tmix
andTS are initialised to thez = 30 m values. The mixed-layer
salinity is restored back to the annual climatological (30 m)
value with a period of 1 year. This is introduced to balance
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any loss of salt from deep ocean relaxation and simplistically
represents the export of mixed-layer waters off the shelf.

Ice and snow thicknesses are initialised at∼ 1.5 m and
∼ 0.2 m respectively in the grid cells where the surface tem-
perature is below freezing. We start the model in March when
sea ice at its lowest extent (Comiso, 1999) and is approxi-
mately the date on which the majority of WOA09 Antarc-
tic shelf sea measurements have been taken (due to this sea
ice minimum). The model is spun up for 5 years (1980–
1984), before producing our analysis simulation for 27 years
(1985–2011).

3 Model results

3.1 Modelled sea ice state

As we are modelling the impact of the atmosphere on the
shelf seas, it is important we achieve an accurate sea ice state
to validate the fluxes of freshwater, salt, heat and momen-
tum between the atmosphere and the ocean. Figure5 shows
a comparison of the mean (seasonal) modelled ice concen-
tration compared to observations derived from passive mi-
crowave emissions using the Bootstrap algorithm (Comiso,
1999). The model simulates reasonably well the seasonal sea
ice cycle, with the best fit to data in autumn (April, May,
June), when the mixed-layer depth has the highest growth
rates. There is, however, an overestimation of the seasonal
cycle, with the ice extent too high in winter and too low in
summer. The maximum wintertime ice extent is unlikely to
be of much importance for our study as we are focused on
the impact of sea ice on the southern shelf seas, well away
from the wintertime sea ice edge. However, the low summer
ice concentration is a concern as this extra ice melt will prob-
ably over-stratify the shelf seas in summer and affect the sub-
sequent autumn ice growth. In the Weddell Sea, the modelled
low ice concentration in summer appears to be linked to low
ice concentrations in winter and spring, while in the Amund-
sen Sea embayment, a polynya forms in spring leading to an
ice-free region in summer. The Ross and Bellingshausen seas
appear to have the best fit to observations.

Figure 6 shows the mean (seasonal) modelled ice mo-
tion. In most regions, the ice follows the pattern of the near-
surface winds, with a slight leftward deflection due to the
ocean turning angle, consistent with weak or negligible inter-
nal ice stresses. There is a strong northward ice motion in the
Ross and westward coastal current in East Antarctica as we
would expect from both the near-surface winds (Fig.2a) and
by comparing to ice motion derived from passive microwave
feature-tracking (Holland and Kwok, 2012).

Figure 7 shows the mean (seasonal) modelled ice thick-
ness compared to observations of ice thickness from the
2003–2008 ICESat laser altimetry freeboard measurements
(Kurtz and Markus, 2012), which assumes that the ice–snow
interface is at sea level, i.e. that all freeboard is snow and

Fig. 6.Mean (1985–2011) seasonal modelled ice motion (ice speed
overlain with ice motion vectors). Regions corresponding to a mean
ice concentration less than 0.15 are masked in both data sets. JFM:
January–March (summer), AMJ: April–June (autumn), JAS: July–
September (winter), OND: October–December (spring).

all draft is solid ice. The modelled results agree well in the
general location of regions of thicker and thinner ice, al-
though the absolute values of ice thickness show differences
across all seasons and regions. The modelled Weddell Sea
ice thickness shows the best fit to observations throughout
the year, especially in spring. The model shows a perenni-
ally thicker (∼ 1 m) sea ice cover in the Bellingshausen Sea
which will result in lower growth and melt rates and could
also prevent the advection of ice into the Amundsen Sea em-
bayment, where the modelled ice thickness remains very low
throughout the year. The model shows perennially thin ice in
the Ross Sea, however in spring this is only over the south-
ern half of the shelf sea whereas the observations suggest it
could cover a much higher fraction of the shelf sea area.

3.2 Modelled mixed layer

Figure 8a shows the mean (1985–2011) maximum mixed-
layer depth (MLD) in each grid cell, demonstrating the abil-
ity of this simple mixed layer model to produce the expected
regional distribution of maximum MLD over the Antarctic
continental shelf. The MLD maximum (which mostly oc-
curs in winter) is deepest in the Weddell and Ross seas, with
the black crosses highlighting grid cells where the maximum
MLD is greater than 90 % of the water column depth. To
further highlight this destratification, Fig.8b shows the frac-
tion of the water column occupied by the maximum MLD.
Figure8c shows the mean annual ice growth (calculated by
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Fig. 7. Mean (1985–2011) seasonal modelled ice thickness (bottom row) compared to mean (2003–2008) seasonal observed ice thickness
(top row). Ice thickness observations taken from ICESat measurements (Kurtz and Markus, 2012). Note that no observations were obtained
during winter (JAS). Regions with a respective ice concentration less than 0.5 are masked in both data sets. JFM: January–March (summer),
AMJ: April–June (autumn), JAS: July–September (winter), OND: October–December (spring).

summing together all positive months of ice growth (per
unit area) within each grid cell), demonstrating a clear re-
lationship between high ice production and deep mixed lay-
ers. Figures9 and10 show the bottom salinity and temper-
ature, respectively, at the end of summer (March), and the
difference between the end of winter (October) and summer
bottom salinity and temperature, in the Weddell and Ross
shelf seas. The end of summer salinity/temperature fields in
Figs.9 and10 show effectively WOA09 data, due to the rel-
atively rapid (3 month) relaxation time period, while the dif-
ference between winter and summer fields show the impact
from grid cells that have destratified the water column.

In the Weddell Sea, the summertime bottom salin-
ity/temperature in Figs.9a and 10a show relatively cold
(∼ −1.6◦C) and high-salinity (∼ 34.8) waters in the south-
west corner of the shelf, relatively cold (∼ −1.6◦C) but
fresher (∼ 34.5–34.6) waters over the Berkner Bank in the
centre of the shelf, and near-freezing (∼ −1.9◦C) saline
(∼ 34.7) waters in the Filchner Depression. This compares
reasonably well with the summertime measurements of
Nicholls et al.(2003). East of the Filchner Depression along
the Luitpold Coast, the water mass properties are similar to
that over the Berkner Bank, with slightly fresher (∼ 34.5) wa-
ters to the north, near the Brunt Ice Shelf. This water mass is
often classified as eastern shelf water (ESW) where the water
column is thought to be freshened by the presence of ice shelf
water in the region (Fahrbach et al., 1994). The observations
of Nicholls et al.(2009) andÅrthun et al.(2012) suggest a
reasonable fit with temperature but salinities that are slightly
higher (by around 0.1–0.2) compared to observations.

In winter, Figs.8a,9c and10c show a complete destratifi-
cation along the Ronne Ice Front, over the shallow (∼ 300 m)
Berkner Bank and along the Luitpold Coast up to the Brunt
Ice Shelf. In many of the grid cells along the ice front, the
water column remains around freezing throughout the year
meaning that not much of a temperature change is observed,
whereas in other regions, such as over the Berkner Bank and
along the Luitpold Coast, the water column has cooled sig-
nificantly (by∼ −0.6◦C) due to destratification cooling the
warmer summertime waters to near-freezing. In winter, com-
plete destratification along the Ronne Ice Front causes the
bottom salinity to increase by∼ 0.2 (from∼ 34.7 to∼ 34.9)
in a few grid cells, due to the more rapid sea ice produc-
tion (discussed in more detail in Sect.3.4.1). The large re-
gion of destratification over the shallow Berkner Bank, in
contrast, results in a slight freshening (< 0.1) of the wa-
ters at the seabed. The destratification and bottom salin-
ity/temperature compares well with the wintertime observa-
tions of this region (Nicholls et al., 2008). The results also
fit well with the idea discussed byNicholls et al. (2009),
that MWDW is cooled over much of the shelf, with the re-
sultant water mass mixing with more saline waters formed
close to the Ronne Ice Front to give the signature HSSW
that is eventually advected off the shelf. The complete de-
stratification along the Luitpold Coast has also been observed
in recent seal-tag CTD measurements (Årthun et al., 2012),
which, in agreement with the model, show a destratified yet
low-salinity (∼ 34.4) water column, with the bottom salinity
fresher in winter compared to summer. In both this and the
Berkner Bank destratification, it is thought that the destrati-
fying potential is insufficient to cause further salination once
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Fig. 8.Mean (1985–2011)(a) maximum mixed-layer depth,(b) fractional depth of(a) as a function of the water column depth and(c) annual
ice growth. Note that a logarithmic (base 10) colour bar/scale is used in panel(a). The black crosses highlight grid cells where the maximum
mixed-layer depth is greater than 90 % of the water column depth. The white line is the 1000 m isobath contour taken from the RTOPO data
set (Timmermann et al., 2010).

the water column is well mixed, as opposed to the more rapid
mixing taking place along the Ronne Ice Front.

In the Ross Sea, the summertime bottom salin-
ity/temperature in Figs.9b and 10b show near-freezing
(∼ −1.9◦C) HSSW (∼ 34.7–34.8) in the southwest corner
of the shelf, and slightly warmer (∼ −1.6◦C) and fresher
(∼ 34.5) waters in the eastern corner of the shelf. This is
a similar regional pattern to the Weddell shelf and matches
well the summertime observations, as summarised byOrsi
and Wiederwohl(2009).

In winter, Figs.8a, 9d and10d show a complete destrat-
ification over much of the southern Ross shelf. The water
column destratifies along much of the Ross Ice Front and to-
wards the centre of the shelf, also in regions with a shallow
water column. Similar to the Weddell Sea, there are only a
few regions in which the bottom salinity increases from its
summertime value, despite the large region of destratifica-
tion, with the deep (800–1000 m) water column appearing to
limit the potential salinity increase compared to the Weddell
Sea. In the eastern Ross shelf, the destratification causes a
freshening (∼ 0.1) at the seabed, similar to the Berkner Bank
in the Weddell Sea, as discussed earlier.

Figure8 shows that the winter maximum mixed layer re-
mains very shallow (< 100 m) in the Bellingshausen Sea,
with the deepest (200–300 m) mixed layers found in a small
coastal region of Eltanin Bay, where the observations of
Tamura et al.(2008) show polynya formation. Deep con-

vection from winter polynyas in Eltanin Bay is discussed in
the modelling study ofHolland et al.(2010). Observations
of winter mixed layers from thermistor moorings between
2007 and 2010 (Martinson and McKee, 2012) show a mixed
layer extending down to around 100–150 m every winter in
the Marguerite Bay, whileMeredith et al.(2010) find shal-
lower mixed layers further inshore. Observations of the Win-
ter Water depth in summer (Martinson et al., 2008; Jenkins
and Jacobs, 2008) show that maximum mixed-layer depths
are 100–200 m over a much wider area.

The Amundsen Sea in general has deeper maximum mixed
layers in winter than the Bellingshausen Sea, with mixed
layers in the embayment reaching depths of around 200–
300 m and the majority of the remaining shelf sea showing
mixed layers reaching depths of 100–200 m. To our knowl-
edge, there are no wintertime oceanographic sections from
this region, but summertime observations of Winter Water
depth suggest that the mixed-layer depth in the embayment,
and the deepening tendency towards the coast, are accurate
(Jacobs et al., 2011, 2012). However, modelled mixed-layer
depths near the shelf break are too shallow, and a deepening
to the west (Jacobs et al., 2012) is not captured. These fea-
tures are probably driven by Ekman convergence, which is
neglected here.
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Fig. 9.Mean (1985–2011) modelled bottom salinity in summer (March) of the(a) Weddell and(b) Ross shelf seas, and the difference between
the winter (October) and summer (March) bottom salinity of the(c) Weddell and(d) Ross shelf seas. The crosses highlight grid cells where
the mean maximum mixed-layer depth is greater than 90 % of the water column depth. BB: Berkner Bank, FD: Filchner Depression, FIS:
Filchner Ice Shelf, RIS: Ronne Ice Shelf, BIS: Brunt Ice Shelf, LC: Luitpold Coast, RI: Ross Island, RIS: Ross Ice Shelf, M: McMurdo
Sound, TNB: Terra Nova Bay. Note that the deep ocean grid is capped at a depth of 1000 m, meaning that the water north of the shelf break
reflects the WOA09 data at this depth. The grey lines are isobaths spaced at 200 m intervals up to 1000 m.

Fig. 10.As in Fig.9 but for bottom temperature.
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3.3 Analysis of the mixed-layer evolution

To understand in more detail the causes of the mixed-layer
evolution, Fig.11a–d show the long-term mean (1985–2011)
deconstructed input of mechanical power from the ocean sur-
face to the mixed layer as described in Sect.2.1.2. Note that
these terms are the fraction of power remaining after dissipa-
tive effects are taken into account (during deepening only).
The evolution of the mean mixed layer depth over the study
regions is also shown to demonstrate how this surface power
input drives the mixed-layer evolution. Figure11 shows that
in all four regions the net power input closely follows the
power input from the net salt flux due to ice growth and melt.
There is a small contribution from the heat flux term, with
wind mixing and precipitation minus evaporation providing
a negligible impact.

Figure11e shows the mean (1985–2011) net surface power
input annual cycle for all four regions, highlighting the ex-
tremely low autumn/winter mixed-layer power input to the
Amundsen and Bellingshausen seas compared to the Weddell
and Ross seas. This result demonstrates that the deep mixed
layers that form in the Weddell and Ross seas can potentially
be attributed simply to a greater input of power at the sur-
face in autumn/winter, providing further evidence to support
the hypothesis ofTalbot (1988) andPetty et al.(2012) that
regionally varying ocean surface fluxes are sufficient in ex-
plaining the bimodal distribution in the shelf seabed tempera-
ture. However, the simplicity of our model means that we are
not able to rule out a competing contribution to this distri-
bution from regionally varying ocean dynamics (e.g. ocean
stratification or deep ocean heat transport) as discussed in
Petty et al.(2012).

In Fig. 11e we see that the mean Weddell Sea sur-
face power input is roughly symmetric (centred around
July/August), with no clear winter peak. The Ross Sea mean
surface power input has a more pronounced peak in August.
The interannual monthly variability is similar. In contrast,
the Amundsen Sea mean surface power input tends to peak
in April, when the mixed layer is shallow, thereby reducing
any dissipative effects, while the Bellingshausen Sea shows a
roughly symmetric surface power input centred around June.
The mean Ross surface power input is almost double the
Weddell throughout autumn/winter, however there is large
inter-annual variability across both regions. The Amundsen
and Bellingshausen experience a similar surface power in-
put in July, with a lower surface power input in the Belling-
shausen across all other months. The Amundsen and Belling-
shausen seas both experience a greater surface power output
(removal of power from the mixed layer to the atmosphere) in
summer, causing a stronger stratification and further reduc-
ing the potential mixed-layer deepening in the following win-
ter. This effect is strongest in the Bellingshausen Sea, which
has both the lowest power input and largest power output of
the four regions.

Figure12 shows the mean annual energy balance of the
mixed layer, calculated through a time integral of the mean
power input contributions for each region, with the colours
corresponding to the same terms as in Fig.11a–d. A positive
value denotes a net yearly input of energy to the mixed layer,
with the deep ocean relaxation removing the excess energy
(mainly during spring/summer, representing the advection of
more saline waters off the shelf). There is a large input of en-
ergy to the WR shelf seas, driven mainly by the salt flux from
sea ice growth. The Amundsen shelf sea surface energy input
is well balanced, whereas the Bellingshausen shelf sea expe-
riences a net loss of energy due to the large summer fresh-
water flux from ice melt and also from the freshwater flux
due to precipitation. In this case, the loss of energy from the
mixed layer must be balanced by diapycnal mixing, repre-
sented simply in this model by the relaxation of the mixed
layer towards higher salinities.

Figures11e and12 show that the greatest input of energy
occurs in the Ross Sea, predominantly through the salt flux
from ice formation, which in turn depends on the particu-
lar atmospheric conditions of the region. This may appear
to contradict the observation that the Weddell Sea gener-
ates the coldest and most voluminous bottom waters (Gor-
don et al., 2010). This observation could be explained by
either a difference in the waters advecting into the shelf
seas that mix with the shelf waters, such as the large flux
of freshwater from the Amundsen to the Ross Sea (Ass-
mann and Timmermann, 2005; Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010),
or the deeper bathymetry in the Ross Sea along the ice front
(Fig.1), limiting the duration of complete wintertime destrat-
ification and thus the rate of salination. The increase in the
flux of fresh glacial melt water from the Amundsen to the
Ross Sea has been implicated in the recent Ross Sea freshen-
ing (Jacobs et al., 2002; Assmann and Timmermann, 2005;
Jacobs and Giulivi, 2010), highlighting the additional contri-
bution of this process, which is not included in this study.

3.4 Regional sea ice mass balance

As we have confirmed sea ice to be the dominant driver of
mixed-layer evolution over the Antarctic shelf seas, we now
analyse the sea ice mass balance for the four separate regions,
to highlight the differences in the growth, melt and export of
ice from each region. The difference in ice growth and melt
should equal the ice exported out of the region if we assume
the ice to be in a regional steady state. The relative contribu-
tions to this balance, however, are important as they will in-
fluence the mixed-layer deepening in winter and freshening
in summer. If a large fraction of the ice produced in winter is
exported away before it can melt in summer, we would ex-
pect deeper mixed layers than in a stable case of ice growth
equalling ice melt. Alternatively, a net import of ice could
provide more ice to melt in summer than was produced the
previous winter, providing a fresher summer mixed layer that
could inhibit wintertime mixed-layer deepening.
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Fig. 11.Mean (1985–2011) surface/mixed-layer (mechanical) power input annual cycle.(a–d) power input from wind mixing (yellow), the
ocean/surface-layer heat flux (red), the salt flux from sea ice growth/melt (blue), net precipitation minus evaporation (green), net power input
from the addition of all these four terms (magenta) and the mixed-layer depth (black) averaged spatially over each of the four study regions
highlighted in the map shown,(e) mean 1985–2011 regional net power input annual cycle. The shading around the lines in(a–e)represents
the interannual variability and is equal to one standard deviation from the mean.

Table 2. Regional sea ice mass balance contributions, taken from Fig.13. The errors shown correspond to one standard deviation in the
interannual variability.

Weddell Bellingshausen Amundsen Ross

Shelf sea area (103 km2) 450 400 270 460
Ice growth (m) 2.2± 0.3 1.2± 0.1 1.4± 0.1 2.8± 0.2
Ice melt (m) 0.7± 0.1 1.0± 0.2 0.80± 0.1 0.4± 0.1
Ice export (m) 1.6± 0.5 0.3± 0.4 0.60± 0.4 2.3± 0.3
Ice growth (km3) 1020± 110 480± 40 380± 20 1280± 90
Ice melt (km3) 330± 60 390± 70 210± 30 200± 50
Ice export (km3) 690± 240 100± 150 160± 120 1100± 150
Polynya area (103 km2) 52 - - 97
Polynya growth (m) 5.0± 0.7 - - 6.0± 0.4
Polynya growth (km3) 260± 30 - - 580± 40

The annual ice growth and melt in a specific region (in
m3 yr−1) is calculated as

Gi(R,year) =

∫ ∫
R

∫
year

∂V T
i

∂t
dT dxdy where

∂V T
i

∂t
> 0 (22)

Mi(R,year) =

∫ ∫
R

∫
year

∂V T
i

∂t
dT dxdy where

∂V T
i

∂t
< 0, (23)

whereR is the regional shelf sea spatial domain and

∂V T
i

∂t
= A

∂hT
i

∂t
+ hi

∂AT

∂t
, (24)

whereVi is the volume of ice per unit area (in m) and the
superscriptT denotes that the change in ice state is due to
thermodynamic processes only.
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Fig. 12. Mean (1985–2011) annual (mechanical) energy input to
the mixed layer from the time integral of each power input term as
discussed in Sect.2.1.2. The error bars shown correspond to one
standard deviation from the mean. W: Weddell, B: Bellingshausen,
A: Amundsen, R: Ross, which correspond to the shelf sea regions
shown in Fig.11.

The annual ice export out of a specific region (also in
m3 yr−1) is calculated in a similar fashion as

Ei(R,year) =

∫ ∫
R

∫
year

(∇ · (uVi)) dT dxdy. (25)

3.4.1 Results from the regional sea ice mass balance

Figure13 shows the sea ice mass balance of the four study
regions (see map on right in Fig.13), with the results
summarised in Table2. The annual regional ice growth in
Fig. 13a shows that the Weddell (1020± 110 km3) and Ross
(1280± 90 km3) shelf seas grow 2–3 times as much ice
each year compared to the Amundsen (380± 20 km3) and
Bellingshausen (480± 40 km3) shelf seas. Considering the
difference in the size of each shelf sea region, it is also use-
ful to compare this in terms of the mean thickness of ice
grown, which normalises the results by the area of each re-
gion. The factor of three difference in ice volume growth be-
tween the Ross and the Amundsen seas changes to a fac-
tor of two when the mean ice thickness growth is consid-
ered (2.8± 0.2 m and 1.4± 0.1 m respectively), due to the
relatively small Amundsen shelf sea region. Switching be-
tween volume and thickness also changes the region of low-
est ice growth, with the lowest mean ice volume growth in
the Amundsen, but the lowest mean thickness growth in the
Bellingshausen (1.2± 0.1 m).

Observational estimates of sea ice growth within the shelf
seas focus almost solely on polynya ice growth, so we also
attempt to estimate the ice growth from coastal polynyas
within this model. However,Markus et al.(1998) show that
the width of the coastal polynyas in the Weddell Sea can
be as low as 5 km in winter, considerably less than our grid

cell width of ∼ 55 km. It is therefore very unlikely that the
model will simulate either thin ice (note thatMartin et al.
(2004) extended the definition of a polynya to include re-
gions where the ice cover is less than 10–20 cm thick) or a
near-zero ice concentration, meaning that we do not expect
the model to resolve polynyas. Instead we choose to high-
light grid cells with a “high” mean annual ice growth rate,
which we take to be 4 m yr−1. This value corresponds to the
lower end of theTamura et al.(2008) and Drucker et al.
(2011) scales and detects strong ice producing (“polynya”)
grid cells in reasonable locations along the Ross and Ronne
ice fronts (highlighted by the black crosses in Fig.14). This
is a useful way of estimating the fractional contribution to
shelf sea ice growth from either the rapid ice growth within
the small coastal “polynya” regions or the more gradual pack
ice growth.

This approach gives a mean Weddell “polynya” growth
of 260± 30 km3 and a mean Ross mean growth of
580± 40 km3. To examine how sea ice growth is distributed
within the shelf seas, Fig.14 shows the mean (1985–2011)
annual ice growth. Within the Weddell and Ross shelf seas,
the ice growth increases towards the southern coastal ice
fronts. The cause of this spatial distribution is investigated
in more detail in Sect.3.5. It is expected that latent heat
polynyas form in these coastal regions through the strong
northward advection of ice away from the coast. Despite the
thin ice in the Ross Sea, it is too thick to be classified as a
polynya according to the definition ofMartin et al. (2004)
mentioned earlier. Figure14 shows the maximum modelled
mean annual ice growth at around 8 m per year, less than
the maximum values found in the observational study of
Drucker et al.(2011), which calculates a maximum growth
of ∼ 15 m yr−1 in the Weddell and∼ 28 m yr−1 in the Ross;
however, the larger area the modelled ice growth is calcu-
lated over balances (to some degree) the lower area-averaged
growth rate.

A number of recent observational studies have attempted
to quantify the ice growth from coastal polynyas around
Antarctica. Renfrew et al.(2002), Markus et al.(1998),
Tamura et al.(2008) andDrucker et al.(2011) all calculate
a mean growth in the Ronne Polynya (adjacent to the Ronne
Ice Shelf) of∼ 100 km3. Drucker et al.(2011) also calculate
the ice grown in the Eastern Weddell Polynya (EWP) adja-
cent to the Brunt Ice Shelf, along with a small contribution
from a stationary iceberg A23, finding a mean total Weddell
polynya ice growth of 240± 30 km3. This compares well to
our simulated Weddell polynya growth of 260± 34 km3.

Comparing the estimated Weddell polynya ice growth
from both observations and this study to our modelled Wed-
dell shelf sea ice growth of 1020± 110 km3 shows that
Weddell polynyas contribute around 20 % to the total Wed-
dell shelf sea ice growth. This matches well the salt/heat
budget calculation made byNicholls et al. (2009), who
showed that the heat loss from the Ronne Polynya (which
makes up around half the total polynya growth according to
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Fig. 13. Annual (1985–2011) regional sea ice mass balance (same regions as Fig.11). (a) Annual regional ice production, including the
contribution from rapid sea ice growth “polynya” grid cells (marked by the black crosses) ,(b) annual regional ice melt,(c) annual regional
net ice export. Mean ice motion vectors for the outer grid cells of each region are shown in the map.

observations) of around 3.5×1019 J from theRenfrew et al.
(2002) study accounts for only 10 % of the 3×1020 J heat
loss needed to convert MWDW to HSSW. Including the ad-
ditional 10 % of the total heat loss from the EWP, the remain-
ing 80 % of ice growth required is therefore thought to occur
more gradually over the broader shelf sea and is a process
lacking in observational analyses. The close fit to this the-
oretical ratio is an encouraging validation of the model and
further highlights the importance of sea ice growth outside of
the coastal polynyas.

In the Ross Sea,Martin et al. (2007) and Tamura et al.
(2008) calculate a mean ice growth in the coastal polynyas
(Ross, McMurdo Sound and Terra Nova Bay polynyas)
of ∼ 500 km3, while Drucker et al.(2011) calculate, more
recently, a higher mean growth of 740± 90 km3. In all
cases the Ross Sea Polynya (RSP) dominates, providing
∼ 80–90 % of the total polynya ice growth. The earlier
polynya studies are within error of our polynya estimate of
580± 40 km3.

Comparing the estimated Ross polynya ice growth from
both observations and this study to our modelled total Ross
shelf sea ice growth of 1300± 90 km3 shows the Ross
polynyas contributing around 50 % to the total Ross shelf sea
ice growth. Similar to the Weddell Sea, the remaining sea ice
growth over the broader continental shelf is a process lacking
in observational analyses.

Using this same ice growth calculation procedure, we can
estimate the total ice growth of the Weddell (0–60◦ W) and
Ross (135–195◦ W) seas (regions are bounded to the south by
the Antarctic coastline and extend northwards wherever sea
ice is grown), giving a mean (1985–2011) annual ice growth
of 4600± 300 km3 in both the Weddell and the Ross seas.
This is considerably higher than the 1800 km3 Weddell ice
volume estimate ofRenfrew et al.(2002). In our study, the
Weddell shelf sea contributes around 20 % to the total Wed-
dell Sea ice growth and the Ross shelf sea contributes around
30 % to the total Ross Sea ice growth.

Comparing the mean annual ice growth map in Fig.14
with the bottom shelf water formation in Figs.9 and10, it
is clear that high rates of ice growth are not strictly neces-
sary to cause a complete destratification of the water column.
In both regions (Weddell and Ross), destratification extends
further north by several grid points from the coast, with an
even larger destratification region over the relatively shallow
Berkner Bank in the Weddell, which sees only 1–2 m of ice
grown each year. We note, however, that despite the destrati-
fication, this does not lead directly to the formation of HSSW
but is indirectly important through the cooling of MWDW
which intrudes onto the shelf. The consistent ice growth rate
along the Ronne Ice Front provides a useful analysis of the
impact of bathymetry on shelf water formation, as briefly dis-
cussed in the previous section. This shows HSSW formation
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Fig. 14. Mean (1985–2011) annual ice growth. Crosses mark the
grid cells where the mean annual ice growth is greater than 4 m.
Note that a logarithmic (base 2) colour bar/scale is used. The white
line is the 1000 m isobath contour taken from the RTOPO data set
(Timmermann et al., 2010). BB: Berkner Bank, FD: Filchner De-
pression, FIS: Filchner Ice Shelf, BIS: Brunt Ice Shelf, MB: Mar-
guerite Bay, EB: Eltanin Bay, PIG: Pine Island Glacier, RIS: Ross
Ice Shelf, RI: Ross Island, MS: McMurdo Sound, TNB: Terra Nova
Bay.

occurring where the water column is at its shallowest (at the
southern Berkner Bank), highlighting the potential impact of
bathymetry on HSSW formation. This provides further ev-
idence to our earlier hypothesis (Sect.3.3), that the deeper
water column along the Ross Ice Front prevents the Ross Sea
from producing more HSSW than the Weddell Sea.

Figure 13b shows the annual regional ice melt. The
Bellingshausen shelf sea has the highest mean annual melt
(1.0± 0.2 m) despite having the lowest mean annual ice
growth, compared to the Amundsen (0.8± 0.1 m), Weddell
(0.7± 0.1 m) and Ross (0.4± 0.1 m) seas. The high Belling-
shausen ice melt is due to the strong import of ice (discussed
in more detail in the next paragraph) combined with a warm
summertime atmosphere. The Amundsen shelf sea also ex-
periences a relatively warm summer and there is a ready sup-
ply of ice to melt through the continuous advection of ice
from the Bellingshausen Sea. The Ross Sea rapidly advects
ice away from the shelf, reducing the amount of ice avail-
able to melt in summer. The Weddell Sea also advects ice
northwards but at a slower rate than the Ross, increasing the
amount of ice available to melt. Both the Ross and the Wed-
dell shelf seas are forced by a colder atmosphere in summer
than the Amundsen and Bellingshausen.

The annual regional ice export is shown in Fig.13c. Note
the high inter-annual variability in ice export compared to
the other two terms in the sea ice mass balance. There is a
large export of ice from the Weddell (1.6± 0.5 m) and Ross
(2.3± 0.3 m) shelf seas and a low export from the Amundsen
(0.6± 0.4 m) and Bellingshausen (0.3± 0.4 m) shelf seas.
The ice is advected to the north of the Weddell and Ross
shelf seas (shown by the ice motion vectors at the shelf edge
in Fig. 13c), driven by strong meridional winds, especially in
the Ross, as shown in Fig.2a, removing much of the ice that
is grown in winter before it is able to melt in summer (except
for a period in the late 1980s where the Weddell export re-
duces dramatically to near the AB export). Considering the
significantly higher meridional wind speed in the Ross, it is
perhaps surprising that the difference between the Weddell
and Ross export is not greater. An important factor here is the
thickness of the ice that is being exported (shown in Fig.7)
with the thicker ice in the Weddell compensating to some de-
gree the reduced meridional ice speed. In contrast, the east-
ern AB shelf seas show a net import of ice, which is strongest
in the eastern Bellingshausen sea, although this is exceeded
by a net export of ice to the west of each region. Despite a
mean net export of ice out of the Bellingshausen shelf sea,
a net import (negative export) is within one standard devia-
tion of the mean. Ice advection between the Bellingshausen
and Amundsen seas likely plays an important role in each re-
gional mass balance. However, due to the thin width of the
connecting shelf sea and the complex coastal geometry of
the Amundsen Sea embayment, it is unlikely that our model
will capture this process accurately, as discussed earlier in
Sect.3.1.

Comparing the modelled ice export with observations
in the Weddell,Drucker et al. (2011) calculate a mean
(1992–2008) export of 390± 130 km3 (through a straight-
line flux gate centred over the 1000 m deep shelf break) us-
ing the motion-tracking area flux estimation ofKwok (2005)
combined with an ICESat estimate of Weddell shelf sea ice
thickness (0.75± 0.25 m) ofYi et al. (2011). This is the only
known estimate of Weddell shelf ice export and is lower than,
but just within, the 690± 240 km3 range (plus or minus one
standard deviation of the modelled interannual variability)
found in this study.

Drucker et al.(2011) calculate a mean (1992–2008) Ross
ice export of 700± 350 km3 using the motion tracking area
flux estimation ofKwok (2005) and in situ Ross shelf sea ice
thickness (0.6± 0.3 m) ofJeffries and Adolphs(1997). This
is similar to theComiso et al.(2011) value of 600± 470 km3

which used a similar method and data set. These values are
lower than, but within range of, the 1100± 150 km3 value
found in this study. In both cases, theKwok (2005) flux gate
used lies to the north of the shelf break in the east, where
there is a tendency for ice import, and to the south of the
shelf break in the west, where there is a tendency for ex-
port. It is therefore expected that theComiso et al.(2011)
andDrucker et al.(2011) estimates are a lower bound of the
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expected export past the 1000 m isobath contour. The only
other known estimate of Ross export is that ofJacobs et al.
(2002), which used a simple calculation involving NCEP sur-
face winds and theJeffries and Adolphs(1997) ice thickness
to obtain an estimated export of 1000± 300 km3, closer to
the value found in this study.

There has been little observational analysis of the Amund-
sen and Bellingshausen shelf sea ice growth and export.
Tamura et al.(2008) show small coastal polynyas in the
Eltanin Bay in the Bellingshausen Sea, corresponding to our
peak region of ice growth in the Bellingshausen shelf sea
shown in Fig.14, and in the Amundsen Sea embayment,
which is not apparent in our study.Assmann and Timmer-
mann (2005) is the only study known to us that has at-
tempted to quantify the ice transport through the Amund-
sen Sea, using the Bremerhaven Regional Ice Ocean Simu-
lations (BRIOS) model, calculating a mean (1978–2001) an-
nual ice export of 536± 347 km3. This value is higher than,
but within range of the 160± 120 km3 found in this study.
The region inAssmann and Timmermann(2005) for which
ice export is calculated extends further north of the shelf
break, increasing the potential advection of ice to the north.

3.5 Linear correlation analysis

To understand the link between spatial (temporal mean –
intra-regional variability) and temporal (shelf sea mean – in-
terannual variability) atmospheric variability on the surface-
driven deepening of the mixed layer, this section inves-
tigates the linear correlation between various atmospheric
variables and the net surface power input to the mixed
layer in autumn/winter (April–September). Specifically, Ta-
ble 3 demonstrates the spatial correlation between the tem-
poral mean (1985–2011) autumn/winter atmospheric forc-
ing and the temporal mean (1985–2011) autumn/winter sur-
face power input, with one point used for each grid cell
within the regions shown in Fig.11. Figure15 demonstrates
the temporal correlation between the shelf-sea spatial mean
autumn/winter atmospheric forcing to the shelf-sea spatial
mean autumn/winter net surface power input, with one point
used for each year for each region. This regression is shown
graphically to demonstrate the variability in the mean atmo-
spheric forcing over each of the shelf seas. The potential for
summer stratification preconditioning the following winter
mixed-layer deepening has been discussed previously (e.g.
by Meredith et al., 2004, for the Bellingshausen Sea) and so
it is included as a further variable in both studies. All vari-
ables are regressed against the mean net surface power input
in autumn/winter (April–September) as this represents both
the mixed-layer deepening and potential salinification of the
mixed layer. Note that in the following discussion, we take
r2 < 0.2 to imply weak correlation, anr2 of 0.2–0.5 to imply
moderate correlation, and anr2 > 0.5 to imply strong cor-
relation. Correlations discussed are significant at 99 % un-

Table 3. Spatial linear regression of the temporal mean
(1985–2011) autumn/winter (April–September) net surface power
input to the mixed layer against the temporal mean (1985–2011)
autumn/winter: 2 m air temperature, 2 m specific humidity, incom-
ing long-wave radiation, incoming short-wave radiation, total pre-
cipitation (rain and snow), 10 m zonal (positive eastwards) wind
speed, 10 m meridional (positive northwards) wind speed, and sum-
mer (January–March) net surface power input, for each of the re-
gions shown in Fig.11. Each regressed data point corresponds to a
specific grid cell and represents the grid point temporal mean value.
The coefficient of determination (r2) is shown in the table, where
significant (> 99 %) correlations are highlighted in bold. The sign
in parentheses indicates the sign of the respectiver value. Note that
Frain+ Fsnow= P as in Fig.2f.

PA−S
net Weddell Bellingshausen Amundsen Ross

Ta 0.24(–) 0.27(–) 0.14(–) 0.54(–)
Qa 0.30(–) 0.23(–) 0.14(–) 0.44(–)
Flwin 0.04 (–) 0.25(–) 0.14(–) 0.02 (–)
Fsw 0.43(–) 0.18(–) 0.13(–) 0.36(–)
Frain+ Fsnow 0.00 (+) 0.01 (–) 0.01 (+) 0.09(–)
U 0.18(–) 0.21(–) 0.09(–) 0.08(–)
V 0.07(–) 0.33(+) 0.05 (+) 0.00 (–)
P J−M

net 0.55(+) 0.00 (+) 0.26(+) 0.81(+)

less otherwise stated (non-significant (< 99 %) correlations
are also listed in the table/figure).

Considering the moderate/strong significant au-
tumn/winter net surface power input spatial (temporal
mean – intra-regional variability) correlations (r2 values)
listed in Table3, the Weddell and Ross both show strong
spatial correlation to the summer (January–March) net
surface power input, and moderate/strong correlation to
incoming short-wave radiation, specific humidity and air
temperature. The Bellingshausen shows moderate spatial
correlation to several forcing variables, while the Amundsen
shows only moderate spatial correlation to the summer net
surface power input.

We expected that the autumn/winter net surface power in-
put would show a consistently strong spatial correlation to air
temperature, based on the study ofPetty et al.(2012) which
demonstrated the large impact of air temperature on mixed-
layer depth variability. However, the more sophisticated 2-D
ice dynamics of CICE complicates the results of the simple
sea ice model by advecting ice into neighbouring grid cells,
affecting their resultant thermodynamic behaviour. A combi-
nation of low air temperatures, high ice growth and strong
net export of ice out of a grid cell should lead to a con-
sistently greater winter destratification, i.e. the process tak-
ing place along the coastal ice fronts, where ice is only ad-
vected northwards without any import of ice from the south.
The perennially thin ice cover in the Ross Sea probably ex-
plains the greater correlation between intra-regional atmo-
spheric variability and the net surface power input, with the
thicker ice present in the other shelf seas insulating them
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Fig. 15.Linear temporal correlation of the spatial (shelf sea) mean autumn/winter (April–September) net surface power input to the mixed
layer against the spatial mean autumn/winter:(a) 2 m air temperature,(b) 2 m specific humidity,(c) incoming long-wave radiation,(d) incom-
ing short-wave radiation,(e) total precipitation (rain and snow),(f) 10 m zonal wind speed,(g) 10 m meridional wind speed and(h) summer
net surface power input, for the grid points representing each region shown in Fig.11. Each coloured data point represents a shelf sea and
corresponds to the shelf sea annual value. The linear regression lines of each shelf sea data set are shown by the dashed lines, with the
coefficient of determination (r2) and significance of the correlation shown in the tables within each panel.

against any intra-regional atmospheric variability. The lack
of strong spatial correlation with the winds is unsurprising,
as it is the ice divergence that plays the crucial role locally,
where we expect the divergence to be at a maximum near the
coast, which might not necessarily correspond to regions of
stronger winds. The high ice growth rates near to the coast
and the continuous export of ice to the north in the Weddell
and Ross Seas (as described earlier in Sect.3.4.1) will lead
to a greater autumn/winter net surface power input and will
reduce the availability of ice to melt in summer. This could

also explain the strong correlation between the summer net
surface power input and autumn/winter surface power input
as opposed to the causative impact of less summer melt and
therefore a less stratified summer water column on the sub-
sequent mixed-layer deepening. However, this could also be
an additional positive feedback.

Considering the moderate/strong significant au-
tumn/winter net surface power input temporal (shelf
sea mean – interannual variability) correlations (r2 values)
shown in Fig.15, the Amundsen and Bellingshausen both
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show strong temporal correlation to incoming long-wave
radiation, air temperature, specific humidity and meridional
wind speed. The Weddell shows strong temporal correlation
to the meridional wind speed, and moderate correlation
to several thermodynamic forcings. The Ross shows only
moderate temporal correlation to the zonal wind speed,
and several thermodynamic forcings. Note that all variables
in this temporal correlation show less variance than in the
spatial correlations described above (i.e. atmospheric and
summer power input show greater spatial variance within
each shelf sea compared to the mean shelf sea temporal
variability).

The weaker correlations in the Weddell and Ross may be
due to ocean feedbacks as a result of deeper mixed layers
such as an enhanced ocean heat flux, or the weaker cor-
relation between the atmospheric variables due to stronger
winds. The strong correlation to meridional winds compared
to zonal winds in the Amundsen and Bellingshausen can be
explained by the mean ice motion and geometry of the re-
gions (Fig.6). Only a more northward (positive) meridional
wind anomaly could increase divergence, as a more west-
ward (negative) zonal flow would simply increase both the
import of ice from the east and export to the west of each
region.

An interesting result is the lack of correlation between the
net surface power input and the meridional wind speed in
the Ross. Intuitively we might expect that stronger merid-
ional winds would lead to greater net ice divergence and
thus increased ice production, as we see in the Weddell. Fur-
ther correlations (not shown) were carried out to investigate
this in more detail. The annual Ross ice export (Ei) shows a
moderate correlation to the zonal wind speed (0.28), but no
correlation to the meridional wind speed. A moderate anti-
correlation (0.27) was calculated between the autumn/winter
meridional and zonal wind speeds. These results are thought
to be due to the location of the Ross Sea pressure low (as
discussed in more detail byComiso et al., 2011), where spe-
cific locations of the low change the orientation of the iso-
bars across the shelf, meaning that greater meridional winds
reduce the zonal component of the wind (less eastward) and
vice versa. A more eastward wind direction will result in ice
being advected more perpendicular to both the ice front and
shelf break, away from the Cape Adare coast, increasing the
total shelf sea ice divergence. A complicating factor in this
discussion is the impact of ice thickness on the resultant link
between winds and export, which was highlighted byComiso
et al.(2011) as a key area of uncertainty in such discussions.

4 Conclusions

A prognostic mixed-layer model has been incorporated into
the Los Alamos sea ice model CICE, to investigate the cause
of regional variations in the formation of Antarctic shelf sea
waters. This model captures reasonably well the expected ice

concentration and sea ice thickness distribution through com-
parison to observations and produces deep (> 500 m) mixed
layers in the Weddell and Ross shelf seas each winter as ex-
pected. This results in the complete destratification of the wa-
ter column along the southern coastal ice fronts in both seas,
leading to high-salinity shelf water (HSSW) formation. The
water column is also destratified in shallow regions further
north (e.g. the Berkner Bank in the central Weddell shelf)
which do not lead to HSSW formation but do provide an
important mechanism through which Modified Warm Deep
Water (MWDW) is converted to near HSSW. Shallow mixed
layers form in the Amundsen (∼ 200 m) and Bellingshausen
(< 100 m) shelf seas.

By deconstructing the surface processes driving the
mixed-layer depth evolution (surface/mixed-layer mechani-
cal power input), we find that the net salt flux from sea ice
growth/melt dominates the evolution of the mixed layer in
all regions, with a smaller contribution from the surface heat
flux. Wind mixing provides a negligible direct input of power
to the mixed layer, however it is likely an important factor in
controlling the regional ice distribution.

The Weddell and Ross shelf seas receive a net input of
energy at the surface (mainly through the autumn/winter
salt flux), which is used to convert MWDW to HSSW, with
the excess energy removed each year through deep-ocean
restoring, which represents ocean dynamics neglected by this
model. The Amundsen shelf sea is well balanced, with the
surface input of energy in autumn/winter balanced by the
loss of energy from surface forcing in spring/summer. The
Bellingshausen shelf sea experiences an annual surface en-
ergy deficit, due primarily to a strong freshwater flux in
spring/summer.

An analysis of the sea ice mass balance demonstrates the
contrasting growth, melt and export of ice in each region. The
Ross shelf sea has the highest mean annual ice growth, fol-
lowed by the Weddell shelf sea, with the two regions growing
two/three times as much ice as the Amundsen and Belling-
shausen shelf seas. The Bellingshausen shelf sea has the
highest mean annual ice melt of the shelf seas, driven in large
part by the warm summer atmosphere and continuous ice im-
port from the northeast, which explains the strong summer
stratification and shallow mixed layers that form here in win-
ter. In contrast, a large fraction of the ice that is grown over
the Weddell and Ross shelves is exported to the north each
year (& 40 % and& 70 % respectively). These results com-
pare well with the estimated ice growth needed for MWDW-
HSSW conversion in the Weddell Sea calculated byNicholls
et al.(2009), and both the Weddell and Ross export estimates
lie within the ranges calculated byDrucker et al.(2011).
Comparing our modelled ice growth estimates to polynya ice
growth observations suggests that the coastal polynyas con-
tribute ∼ 20 % to Weddell shelf sea ice growth and∼ 50 %
to the Ross shelf sea ice growth. Sea ice growth outside the
Ross and Weddell coastal polynyas is therefore expected to
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be an important shelf sea process that currently lacks obser-
vational analysis.

A linear regression analysis is performed to determine the
spatial (temporal mean – intra-regional variability) and tem-
poral (shelf sea mean – interannual variability) correlations
between the autumn/winter surface/mixed-layer power input
(representing mixed-layer deepening/salination) and several
atmospheric variables. The Weddell and Ross show strong
spatial (temporal mean – intra-regional variability) correla-
tion to the summer surface power input and moderate corre-
lation to the autumn/winter air temperature, specific humid-
ity and incoming short-wave radiation. The Bellingshausen
shows moderate spatial correlation to several atmospheric
variables, while the Amundsen shows only a moderate spa-
tial correlation to the summer surface power input.

The Amundsen and Bellingshausen show strong temporal
(shelf sea mean – interannual variability) correlation to air
temperature, incoming long-wave radiation and specific hu-
midity, while the Weddell and Ross show only a moderate
temporal correlation to the same forcings. All regions show
strong temporal correlation to the meridional wind speed ex-
cept the Ross, which instead shows moderate temporal corre-
lation to the zonal wind speed. Further regressions highlight
the potential importance of the Ross shelf-sea geometry and
impact of the ocean turning angle on ice motion, whereby
more zonal winds result in ice being advected more perpen-
dicular to both the ice front and shelf break, and away from
the Cape Adare coast.

Supplementary material related to this article is
available online athttp://www.the-cryosphere.net/8/761/
2014/tc-8-761-2014-supplement.pdf.
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